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ABSTRACT: 

The question of the nature of the conduction band (CB) edge alignment of 

strained SiGe heterostructures on (001)Si has remained unanswered, in spite of 

numerous attempts to reçoive it. This thesis presents experimental evidence 

confirming type II CB alignment in a cornmensurate 30 A Sio.,Geo.~ Si (001) 

single quantum well (QW) grown by ultra-high vacuum-chernical vapor 

deposition. 

Low-temperature near-gap photoluminescence (PL) spectra of externally 

strained samples are recorded over a wide range of excitation power densities. 

To interpret the experimental findings, detailed defornation potential calculations 

are carried out and reveal that the application of biaxial (001) and uniaxial [Il O] 

strain causes opposite energy shifts in the SiGe PL for type 1 and type II CB 

offsets. The measured PL signal from the single QW exhibits a dramatic change 

from type II to type I behavior for increasing excitation densities. We attribute 

this changeover to band bending, caused by charge accumulation of the 

confined holes in the SiGe QW. The observed redshift of the SiGe PL under low 

excitation conditions can only be explained by a type II band alignment. 

Additional characteristics are a rernarkable and yet unexplained 

enhancement in the SiGe transverse acoustic (TA) phonon replica, and a 

reduction in the intensity of the Ge-Ge and Si-Ge transverse optical (TO) phonon 

replicas relative to the Si-Si mode. 
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1. Introduction 

The main question discussed and answered in this thesis is whether the 

band alignment of a commensurate SilSil-xGe, interface is type I or type II. The 

band gap of Sil.,Ge, lies between the band gap of silicon and germanium (1.1 7 

eV and 0.89 eV at T= OK). There is a general agreement that the size of the 

conduction band offset (Ac) is much smaller than the size of the valence band 

offset (Av) which is positive [84P], [89Wb], [91 R],[93F]. The remaining debate is 

concerned with he sign of Ac, shown in Figure 1-1 (type 1: Ac<O; type II: Ac>O). 

-1 conduction band 
Type 1 
Heterojunction 1 '  valence band 

1- conduction band 
Type II 
Heterojunction 1 '  valence band 

Figure 1-1: 1s the band alignrnent of a strained Si,, Gex on  Si heterostructure type I or 
îype II? 



This work describes an experimental test that has found type II band 

alignment for a pseudomorphicaily grown SVSi o.7Geo.s /Si quantum weil, in 

contrast to recent daims of a type I alignment [95H]. 

Thesis outline: 

Section II serves as an introduction to Si, Ge and strained Sii-,Ge, on Si. 

It also describes some devices based on these materials. Section III reviews the 

physics of low temperature photoluminescence spectroscopy, followed by 

section IV in which the utilized expenmental setup and procedures are 

described. Section V gives a detailed account of the theoretical energy shifts of 

the photoluminescence signal of a SiGe quantum well under externat strain for 

the cases of a type I or type II band alignment. Finally, section VI presents 

experimental results that confirm a type II band alignment in the investigated 

quantum weli structure. 



II. Silicon, Germanium and their Alloys 

This chapter introduces the reader to the basic electn'cal and optical 

properties of silicon, germanium and their alloys. Section Il-D deals with the 

growth of SiGe on Si and is followed by a survey of silicon based 

heterostnictures in order to further motivate this study. Section II-F summarires 

past attempts to measure or calculate the sign of &. 

1I.A. Silicon 

Silicon (Si) is the second most abundant element in the Earth's crust, 

where it is mainly found as an oxide in the form of quartz and sand. Sion is 

commercially reduced with carbon and afterwards purified by zone melting and 

fractional distillation to as low as one impurity in 2x10" silicon atoms [84G]. 

Single crystal ingots are produced by pulling the crystal out of the melt 

(Czochralski process) or by floating zone crystal growth. High-purity single crystal 

silicon can be selectively doped with boron, gallium, phosphorus, or arsenic by 

diffusion techniques or ion implantation. lts natural abundance, low cost and 

impressive manufacturing possibilities make silicon the dominant element in 

electronic devices like solar cells, conventional transistors, integrated circuits and 

rectifiers. 

Silicon is an indirect band gap semiconductor, 0.e. its conduction band 

minimum and valence band maximum lie at different positions in k-space) and as 

a result, inter band-edge transitions have to be assisted by crystal rnornentum 



consetving phonons. Such processes are inherently less efficient than those in a 

direct band gap semiconductor like GaAs. Hence, Si is outperformed by the 

family of Ill-V compound semiconductors in the domain of opto electronics (e.g. 

for optical emitters and detectors). Another drawback of silicon is its relatively low 

electron rnobility (psi =lSOO cm2~s-'; =8500 cm2A/s" ! [69S]), which slows 

down the operating speed of a silicon-based device. Furtherrnore, epitaxial GaAs 

can be grown in altemation with other materials such as AlAs and Gal-,AI,As . 
These semicunductor heterostructures have more degrees of freedom than Si, 

since they allow band gap engineering. On the other hand, an obvious 

disadvantage of GaAs is its high cost of -20$us/in2 * (about 5 times higher than 

Si [96M]) and the environmentally dubious nature of As [81W]. Also, the high 

quality oxide layer on Si is very important both for the manufacturing of 

integrated circuits, as well as for making MOS transistors. In order to overcome 

the limitations in silicon-based devices, SiGe alloys seem to be a natural 

heterostructure match for Si [85B]. 

11.8. Germanium 

Germanium (Ge) is below silicon in the periodic table, i.e. it is also four- 

valent. It can be recovered as a byproduct from the combustion of certain coals 

and is commercially purified, just like silicon, by fractional distillation of its 

! mobilities of the intrinsic bulk semiconductors at 300 K 
# approximate cost of a in2 of GaAs substrate 
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tetrachloride to one impurity in 101° atoms [81W]. Germanium has a band gap of 

0.83 eV at 300 K, which makes it suitable for infrared detection. 

1I.C. Silicon Germanium 

Si and Ge can freely be mixed, since they are chemically compatible and 

fom bonding orbitals that are called sp3 hybrids. Like Si and Ge. Sil,GeX 

crystallizes in the diamond lattice. This structure has a fcc (face centered cubic) 

lattice with a two atorn basis in which the atoms are located at (000) and 

&4(111); % being the lattice constant of the material. In the alloy, the two 

elements distribute themselves randomly on the positions of the crystal lattice. A 

relaxed Sit,Ge, bulk sample has a crystal lattice constant that varies linearly 

between ai= 5.43A and a~,= 5.65A with the Germanium content of the alloy 

[86vdW]. For both elements and al1 their alloys, the VB maxima lie at the origin of 

k-space. The most important difference between the two band diagrams is that 

the six (eight) conduction band mimima of Si (Ge) lie dong the <O01 > (cl 1 1 >) 

directions, respectively. Although SiGe lacks perfect translational symmetry, 

many of its properties can be understood by applying band structure concepts 

and treating the composition irregularities as a perturbation. The first 

comprehensive study over the whole alloy composition range of unstrained bulk 

SiGe has been carried out by Weber and Alonso [89WB] who measured the 

indirect band gap of unstrained SilaGex using photoluminescence (PL) . The 



conduction band structure of ~ i ~ d  is silicon-like for germanium contents below 

about 86% [86vdW]. At that composition the CB minima change from the <O01 >- 

type valleys of the Si to the <1 I l  >-type valleys of the Ge conduction band 

minima [85P]. In the present study only Si0.7Ge03 layers are considered (Le. the 

band gap is always silicon-like). 

1I.D. Strained Si/SiGe heterostructures 

ln the previous section, we saw that SiGe is a promising material to form 

heterostructures with Si. The major problem in growing Sil-,Ge, on Si is the large 

lattice mismatch between Si and Ge (>4%). Two energies are competing in the 

growth process of SiGe on bulk Si: 

The SiGe can fom a crystal with a lattice constant equal to Si parallel to the 

interface and store elastic energy that grows with the layer thickness. This 

lattice mismatch is accommodated by a homogeneous tetragonal strain in the 

alloy. The in-plane compression is compensated by a widening of the SiGe 

cubic planes to reduce some of the elastic energy stored in the crystal. 

The other possibility is that dislocations appear at the interface that allow the 

SiGe to relax to its bulk form. These misfit dislocafions have a significant 

energy associated with them. 

# In the following, the subscripts, x and 1 -x, will be dropped for convenience, 
unless necessary. 
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Hence, the initial growth mode of the SiGe is pseudomorphic or cornmensurate 

until a critical thickness is reached, i.e. until the stored elastic energy outweighs 

the energy expense of dislocations. This critical thickness is about 80 A for a Ge 

content of 30% [85P1]. However, dislocation free SiGe films are routinely grown 

whose thicknesses exceed the equilibrium critical thickness by more than an 

order of magnitude [92S1]. Attempts to predict this metastable critical thickness 

are so far of a phenomenological nature [96A]. 

For device purposes, dislocations have to be avoided, since they produce 

undesirable electrical activity, i.e. they act as traps for mobile electrons or holes. 

Therefore, SiGe layers, integrated in heterostructure devices, have to be kept 

below the metastable critical thickness. Fortunately, the experimentally feasible 

dislocation-free layer thicknesses are still wide enough to accommodate devices 

which are superior to conventional silicon based technology. A bonus of strained 

SiGe is that its band gap decreases faster with growing Ge content than in the 

unstrained material [85P]. This is due to the splitting and shifting of the bands 

under built-in compression as discussed in chapter V. Therefore, Ge contents of 

only 20-30 % are needed for many electronic applications. 

1l.D.i .~uantum Wells 
A quantum well (QW) is a heterostructure of pseudomorphically grown 

alloy layers. The band alignrnent of the alloys is chosen in such a manner, that 

the CBs and VBs form an energy well in one or several layers. Excited charge 

carriers diffuse through the heterostructure until they are confined to their 



corresponding potential wells, forrning 2-0 gases. As discussed in the 

introduction, a pseudomophically grown Si/SiGe/Si QW foms a hole well in the 

SiGe, but the nature of the small discontinuity at the CB is still unresolved. 

1I.E. Motivation for this study 

This section gives an ovetview of existing SifSiGe based technology. The 

question as to the band alignment of the SilSiGe interface is not merely of 

academic interest as it is a major consideration in the design of SiGe based 

devices. The exact knowledge of the band alignment allows a common doping 

technique, called modulation doping, to be implernented. In this method, 

thermaiized charge carriers can be decoupled from their ionized impurities by 

forcing them into the potentiat well of an adjacent Iayer [84D]. This technique 

renders faster devices and has already been successfully implemented in bipolar 

transistors using SiGe bases with twice the speed of conventional Si 

homojunction devices [90P], [95M], [95S]. In these transistors the holes from the 

p-doped Si emitter and collecter are trapped in the SiGe well where interaction 

with the ionized acceptors is reduced. The resulting 2-D hole gas has exhibited 

2 1 -1 mobilities of 3300 cm V s [84P]. In cornparison with GaAs based alternatives, 

the technical advantage of these heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBT) is their 

compatibility with existing Si based circuits. 

Other applications include the production of light emitters by building 

neighboring confinement structures (NCS). For optical applications, it is 



necessary to confine both electrons and holes between high potential bamers. 

Since in an NCS device, a tensile-strained Si and a compressed SilaGex layer 

are sandwiched between relaxed Sil.yGe, @>y), induced electrons and holes are 

confined in the Si and Sil,Gex potential wells, respectively [85A], [95U]. At an 

optimized Si layer width, this structure yields an enhanced SiGe no phonon PL 

line in comparison to a single SiGe QW. This increased transition probability in 

thin confining layers is attributed to the tunneling of the spatially separated 

electron and hole wave-functions into the neighboring layer so that spatially 

direct transitions become possible [94M]. 

1I.F. Past experimental and theoretical atternpts to determine Ac 

The following section gives a short account of past attempts to determine 

&. The fundamental problem of theoretically deriving the band lineups at a 

heterojunction is the absence of an intemal reference energy in a bulk solid. This 

is due to long-range Coulomb interaction in an infinite bulk solid [86vdW]. Van de 

Walle and Martin tried to overcome this problem by carrying out self consistent 

ab initio local density calculations of a superlattice [86vdV. The unit cell of this 

1 -D superlattice was composed of 4 Si and 4 Ge atoms in series. The resuiting 

potentiai averages in the Si and the Ge yielded reference energy levels in the 

two materials. The CB and VB levels can be calculated relative to these levels 

and hence the band alignment can be predicted. Van de Walle and Martin used 



ab initio pseudo potentiais and found a large Av and a type I band alignment in 

Si0.7Ge0.3 on Si (001). Riegler and Vogl used the energy difference of the 

reference levels of L. Colombo et al. [91 C] and subsequently found a type II 

band alignment, based on empirical pseudopotential calculations [93R]. In both 

models, the size of the AC was in the order of tenths of meV compared to -200 

meV for Av. People and Bean combined the calculated Av of van de Walle and 

Martin with an experimentally detemined value for the band gap of bulk SiGe 

and deformation potential theory to predict a type I interface [85P2]. 

The theoretical uncertainty in calculating the band alignment is 

compounded by the difficulty in confiming band discontinuities experimentally. 

Northrop et al. investigated the influence of hydrostatic pressure on the near-gap 

PL of SiGe QWs [92N] and concluded a type I band alignrnent. Fukatsu et al. 

recorded PL spectra from a coupled double QW (CDQW), that consisted of two 

SiGe QWs grown on bulk Si and separated by a Si layer of varying thickness. 

This thickness determines the extent of coupling between the layers. This study 

proposed a type I band alignment. Wachter et al. investigated the intensity of the 

PL signal as a function of excitation power and found two linear regimes with 

different slopes [92W]. For higher excitation powers, the signal intensity was 

found to grow faster than for lower. They argued that for high intensities charge 

accumulation of the well-confined holes caused a bending down of the CB and 

VB in the SiGe. In a type II interface, this would permit leakage of the hole wave 

functions into the Si, leading to a larger overlap of the hole and electron wave 



functions. On the other hand, in a type I interface where the electrons are 

located in the SiGe, band bending wouId not be expected to influence the 

recornbination probability. The same group used a Hartree Fock model to 

quantify the amount of band bending as a function of excitation density. They 

further recorded PL spectra of single and multiple SiGe QWs with varying well 

thickness and detected a slight energy upshift of the SiGe NP peak with 

increasing well width. This supported a type II alignment according to their model 

[948]. In another paper, they investigated the energy dependence of SiGe PL 

under [O011 compression for intermediate excitation power densities (1 00 

m~cm-' )  [94M1]. They found an energy upshift of the PL signal, expected for 

type I PL, but did not explicitly draw any conclusion from this. Houghton et al. 

repeated their stress experiment with strain along the [ I l  O] and [IO01 directions. 

They also found an energy upshift for uniaxial tensile strain and using 

deformation potential theory correctly interpreted this as evidence of type I 

behavior [95H]. 

How can this confusion be resolved? Theory does not seem capable of 

determining the sign of AC. This is certainly due to its small size as well as to 

uncertainties in the crucial difference between the reference levels in Si and 

SiGe. The experiment of Houghton et ab seemed very promising since it was 

only based on weIl-established deformation potential theory which, in the case of 

a type I or type II band alignment, yields opposing energy shifts of the SiGe PL 

under strain. Unfortunately, they neglected the important effect of band bending 



under increasing excitation power, so that the physical picture remained 

incomplete. 

Traditionally, silicon is the dominant serniconductor in electronic devices. 

To narrow its material-inherent limitations, strained SiGe layers can be 

pseudomorphically grown into existing silicon based devices. This growing mode 

avoids misfit dislocations at heterojunction interfaces and produces smaller alloy 

band gaps than in unstrained SiGe. Modulation doping has already lead to HBTs 

that outperform conventional silicon homojuntion devices. 



III.Excitons and Photoluminescence in a SVSiGe 
Quantum well 

In this study, photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy has been used to 

define the band alignment of the Si/Sio.7Geo.s interface. This section describes 

the physics of P t  and its usage as a characteriration tool. 

1II.A. Excitons and Photoluminescence 

If above-band gap light is absorbed in a semiconductor, etectrons are 

lifted from the VB to the CB, leaving holes behind. These holes can be treated 

Iike particles of positive unit charge and effective mass mh*. The excited 

electrons and holes interact with the crystal lanice and thermalize non-radiatively 

to the band edges of the CB and VB, respectively. After a material-specific 

lifetime (for SiGe from ns to ms), some pairs recombine radiatively. 

Photoluminesence (PL) is the light that is emitted due to electron-hole 

recombination. For sufficiently long lifetimes and excitation densities, an electron 

and a hole can be spatially bound via the Coulomb interaction before they 

recombine. They fom a two-particle structure that resembles a hydrogen atom 

with the hole substituting as the proton. These structures are called free excitons 

(FE) and their binding energies are around 4 meV in Ge and 15 meV in Si. 

Excitons have to be studied in a cyrogenic environment since their binding 



energies are much smaller than kT at room temperature (29 meV). Free excitons 

move freely in their host semiconductor adopting a Maxwell-Boltzmann 

distribution. The resulting PL transition energies are: 

E P b r o n  = Epp - Ebimiii8 + K* E- 

Ergo, a FE PL-line is sharp at the low energy side with a high energy Boltzmann 

tail. These lines obviously sharpen up with decreasing temperature. Acceptor 

and donor irnpurities act as potential wells which can attract one or several 

excitons and localize them. The resulting structures are called bound excitons 

(BE) and bound multiple exciton complexes (BMEC). The center of mass of BEs 

has zero kinetic energy since they are localized, hence they have sharp PL lines. 

BE transitions can be observed at low illuminaticn densities and their binding 

energies are impurity-specific. At higher excitation powers the BE states saturate 

and PL spectra become dominated by FE transitions. 

In indirect semiconductors, radiative recombination is normally assisted by 

the absorption or emission of a momentum-conserving phonon. At low 

temperatures, only the latter case is observed in PL spectra, generating lines 

that are called phonon replicas. They are downshifted from their no-phonon (NP) 

transition energies by their respective phonon energies. The existence of a NP 

line in an indirect semiconductor is due to the localization of the BE near its 

binding im purity. Hig h localization in direct space corresponds to diffusiveness 

of the electron and hole wave functions in reciprocal space. The wave-functions 



overlap in reciprocal space and thus permit direct transitions that conserve the 

crystal momentum [89Wb]. 

1II.B. Photoluminescence in relaxed SiGe 

Weber and Alonso have recorded PL spectra over the entire composition 

range of unstrained Sil.,Ge, [89Wb]. Near band-edge low temperature PL 

spectra in Si and Ge are dominated by the optical recombination of BEs. Due to 

the indirect nature of Si, Ge, and SiGe, TA and 10 (transverse acoustic/optical) 

phonon replicas are also present. Weber and Alonso found the TO (transverse 

optical 58 meV) replica to be the largest feature in a pure Si PL spectrum. For 

growing Ge content, x, the NP line was enhanced and became the largest 

feature in the spectrum. Glaser et al. [92G] explained the existence of the large 

NP peak in ternis of a breakdown of the translational symmetry in the SiGe alloy. 

The momentum conservation condition is relaxed due to statistical variations of 

the Ge density in the alloy which leads to alloy scattering. The presence of Ge 

splits the Si TO line into three peaks. These peaks have been assigned by 

Weber and Alonso to be TO phonon replicas arising from lattice vibrations of 

nearest neighbor atoms, namely: Si-Si, Si-Ge and Ge-Ge. The Si-Si and Ge-Ge 

modes have the TO phonon energies of the pure elements, 58 meV and 35.4 

meV, while the Si-Ge mode has the energy of an oscillator with the reduced 

mass of the two elements (49 meV). Baker theoretically predicted the split of the 

TO phonon in SiGe and a gradua1 change of the TA line from TAsi to TAGe [68B]. 



In fact, the TA phonon replica smoothly shifts in the SiGe PL with varying Ge 

content and, in the study of Weber and Alonso, became the largest feature in the 

PL spectrum of pure Ge. The relative intensities of the three TO PL peaks in the 

SiGe change with Ge content and reflect the relative number of nearest 

neighbors (Si-Si, Si-Ge, Ge-Ge) if a random lattice-site occupation is assumed 

[89Wb]. This observation supports the random occupation of the elements in 

SiGe. The relative strength of the TA replica relative to that of the TO is 

discussed in VI. The FWHM (full width half maximum) of the NP line of 

unstrained SiGe is around 4 meV compared to less than 0.1 meV in pure Si and 

Ge. This signal broadening in the alloy is again attributed to spatial fluctuations 

in the Ge content [91 SI. 

1II.C. Photoluminescence in strained SiGe 

The near-gap PL of fully strained SiGe quantum wells has been 

investigated by numerous groups. [9f RI, [92S], [92V]. Above band gap photons 

are absorbed in the SiGe and the Si and the resulting holes diffuse into the SiGe 

potential well. J, Spitzer et al. achieved a NP FWHM of about about 5 meV wfiich 

compares well with the resolution attained in unstrained SiGeE92SJ. The quality 

of fully strained SiGe on Si has improved since then and NP FWHMs of only 1.5 

meV have been reported by Lafontaine et al [96L]. Afier accounting for the 

relevant energy shifts due to quantum confinement, spatially varying altoy 



composition and strain, the spectra of fully strained SiGe/Si QWs coincide with 

the bulk spectra discussed above: 

Charge carriers in a QW are subject to a finite square well potential, i.e. they 

are spatially confined by an energy barrier. Hote confinement in SiKiGe QWs 

is more effective due to the large AV which results in decreasing radiative 

transition energies (i.e. higher confinement energies) with increasing QW 

thickness. 

In some samples, low excitation PL spectra (cl 00 F~cm*2 )  revealed the 

presence of Iocalized excitons (LE) [92L], [93L]. These excitons localize in 

regions of above-average Ge content in the alloy. LES exhibit unusual long 

lifetimes of up to 0.7 ms. This is due to reduced Auger recombination for the 

LES compared to BEs. Above illumination powers of 100 p~cm'2.  al1 LE wells 

become filled and their signal saturates, so that the stilt growing BE signal 

hides their presence in the PL spectra. In tum, the FE signal dominates over 

the BE signal upon further increasing illumination power. 

The effect of strain on the PL of commensurate SiGe on Si is described by 

deformation potential theory in section V. 

In samples with dislocations at the interface, a series of broad luminescence 

bands appears below the SiGe PL. The bands are completely suppressed in 

high quality samples, indicating a dislocation-free growth. 



1II.D. Summary 

Near gap PL spectroscopy is a popular characterization technique which 

can be used to detect the presence of impurities and to monitor the change of 

the band gap in a semiconductor. The PL spectra of fully strained SiGe on Si 

show principally the same features as the unstrained bulk material which 

indicates that these heterostructures can be grown without dislocations at the 

interface. Sharp near-gap PL of SiGe demonstrates the high sample quality, and 

has been used to study the physics of the SiSiGe interface. 



IV. Experimental Techniques 

The standard components in a system to study low temperature 

photoluminescence are a dewar, an excitation source, a spectral analyzer and a 

detector. In the case of stress studies, a bending rig rnust also be included. The 

SiGe luminescence falls between the Si and Ge band gap, i.e. roughly between 

1.63 pm and 1 .O6 Pm. The PL spectra discussed in this thesis have been 

recorded using both Fourier transform and dispersive spectrometers. 

The investigated samples were grown by H. Lafontaine at the National 

Research CounciI of Canada (NRC) in Ottawa. They were cleaved from a wafer 

upon which a 30 Pi Sio.iGeo.s single quantum well was pseudomorphically grown 

on (001)Si and capped with a 1000 À Si layer by ultra-high vacuum chemical 

vapor deposition (UHV-CVD) [96L]. UHV-CVD was first introduced by Meyerson 

in the mid-eighties [86M], [94C]. It is essentially a conventional CVD system in a 

ultra-high vacuum environment (-1 mbar) and growth temperatures for SiGe 

in the neighborhood of 525 OC. Generally, the substrat9 surfaces are cleaned ex- 

situ using an HF:H20 (1 :IO) dip for -1 0s to remove C and O impurities. The 

resulting thin hydrogen surface layer is removed at elevated growing 

temperatures. The deposition reaction is an equilibrium process of silane (SiH4) 

absorption and H2 desorption [94C]. The SiH4 sticks to the surface and 



decomposes to Si and 2H2. The relatively low growth temperatures still allow for 

deposition rates of -20 - 50 Nmin, while keeping impurity diffusion sufficiently 

low for device production. The benefit of working at low pressures is the 

suppressed conversion of silane into the radical silylene (Silia). This radical 

sticks to the surface and prevents further growth, leading to film inhornogeneity. 

The "strengthsnof UHV-CVD are the high sample throughput and the 

reproducible layer uniformity. In the NRC growth system, up to 25 6" wafers can 

be grown simultaneously since the reduced deposition temperature results in a 

low silane decomposition coefficient. The carrier gases can flow uniformly 

throughout the chamber resulting in homogeneous epitaxy. [96L]. SiISiGe 

interfaces are created by changing the composition of the hydride source gases 

(SiH4, GeH4, B2H3, etc.). Sharp conimensurate interfaces can be generated 

since misfit dislocations are frozen out. The growth rate rises with increasing Ge 

content since the weaker Ge-H bond relative to H-Si promotes hydrogen 

desorption from the surface. Above -25% Germanium content, the growth rate 

stabilizes at 50 Almin. At this composition, the differences between the GeH4 and 

SiH4 sticking probabilities cornpensate the enhanced hydrogen desorption 

[91 RI]. The major disadvantage of UHV-CVD is the relatively low growth rate 

cornpared to the 300 A.lmin. typically achieved with MBE systerns. This limitation 

is overcome, however, by the high wafer quantity throughput, which makes it an 

attractive candidate for commercial applications [94C]. 



Wafer composition and crystal orientation can be determined by X-ray diffraction 

and Transmission Electron Microscopy. In the system in which Our sample wafer 

was grown, a composition uniforrnity as high as -10.15% across a waver has 

been achieved [96L]. 

Iv.B.Excitation source 

We used an Ar+ ion laser for PL excitation. The laser light is absorbed in 

the Si as well as in the SiGe QW. As a result, our recorded PL spectra are a 

superposition of luminescence from both Si and SiGe. The former was used as 

an interna1 calibration of the applied stresses. The strain dependence of the Si 

PL is calculated in section V following a paper by Laude and Cardona [71 LI. The 

excitation power density was changed over 8 orders of magnitude (from 10 

~ c m '  to 100 nwcm-*). To cover this very wide range. a set of neutral density 

(ND) filters were employed. In some power regimes, the PL spectra change 

drastically with illumination power. To suppress noise in the signal due to 

excitation power density variations, the laser light was fed into a LiCONiX (Model 

50SA) stabilization accessory before illuminating the sample. The key 

component in this device is an acousto-optic modulator, which is a glass medium 

in which a refractive index grating is established by a piezoelectric transducer 

driven by radio-frequency power. The incident tight is split into zeroth and first 

order Bragg beams. Depending on the configuration of the device, either the 



zeroth or the first order Bragg beams are discarded afterwards. Before leaving 

the device, the transmitted beam looses sorne 4"/0 of its intensity at a beam 

splitter. The retained 4% of the light are collected by a photodiode and the 

generated current is compared to a calibrated reference current. The difference 

between the two currents is fed into the feedback loop which controls the 

accousto-optic modulator and hence stabilizes the intensity of the laser beam. 

1V.C. Dewar 

The purpose of the dewar is to keep the 

samples at sufficiently low temperature in order to 

perform near band PL of the SifSiGe 

heterostructure. A dewar is composed of an inner 

sample chamber filled with liquid He, that is 

pumped below the h-point (-1.6K) to lower the 

temperature and exclude the presence of He gas 

bubbles that could scatter the signal PL. The sarnple chamber is shielded from 

the 300 K world by a vacuum chamber, a liquid nitrogen chamber and a second 

vacuum chamber, both at cl 0' Torr. The liquid nitrogen jacket ends above the 

tail of the dewar. In the tail, sets of quartz windows allow both excitation and 

signal collection. Schott KG5 IR blocking filters were inserted before the 

excitation window of the dewar to prevent IR radiation from entering the tail. 



These filters are heat absorbing glasses that oniy transmit visible light, Le. the 

excitation laser light. 

The samples were subject ta extemal stress. The utilized bending-rigs 

were immersed in liquid He and could be extemally operated from the top of the 

dewar by gliding metal rods. This heat conducting bridge was the major loss of 

liquid He during low Iight level experiments. 

For low excitation measurements (1 00 n ~ c m "  to 10 p ~ c m - 2 )  , we used 

both dispersive and Fourier transform spectroscopy to collect hrvo sets of 

spectra. This was necessary to fix the otherwise uncalibrated dispersive results. 

At higher illuminations, we only used the Fourier transform collection mode, 

since it allowed us to obtain higher resolution (0.5 cm") spectra. This was useful 

to precisely detemine the position of the Si TO replica and hence the magnitude 

of the applied extemal strain. 

1V.D. Strain Geometries 

Strain dependent PL spectra from two different geometrical setups have 

been recorded. 

IV. D.1. Uniaxial stress along [ I l  O]: 

In the uniaxial geometry the wafer was cut into 1 cm wide and -5 cm long 

rectangular pieces aligned along the [ I l  O] direction. The sample was held fixed 

at one end and a mechanical a m  bent down the free end (Fig. IV-1 (a)). This 



caused an uniaxial tensile stress in the epilayer, oriented along the [l IO] 

direction. Unfortunately, this bending configuration only supported pressures up 

to 90 MPa before the sample broke. The experimental challenge was to Vary the 

strain in the cold, brittle sample without breaking it. 

Figure IV-1: Schematic fmm the side of the uniaxial [ I  101 and biaxial(ûû1) bending rigs 

(a) In the biaxial bending ng the rectangular samples are cut dong the [110] direction 
and a mechanical force presses down on the free end. (b) The circular samples are 
inserted between two concenftfc rings of diiferent dia me te^, which are pressed 
together. 

uia#d [llq T e  

IV.D.2. Biaxial Geometry in the (001) plane 

Biaxial1001~ Tension 

+ 
F 

1 substrate 

epilayer surface 

Placing a large-area, circular sarnple (-5 cm2) between two concentric 

rings of different diameters (1.2 cm and 2.4 cm) which are forced together, 

generates a uniform biaxial strain (Fig. IV-1 (b)). This bending configuration has 

been successfully used on GaAs, before, [96H] and produces rernarkably 

uniform biaxial strain across the sample which becomes evident in the spectra. 

The FWHM of the SiGe peaks varied from 5.6 meV for zero stress to 11 meV 



under high power conditions and 220 MPa of tension. These results compare 

weII with the best obtained resolution in extemally unstrained material [93L]. 

1V.E. Spectral Analyzer and Detector 

The bulk of the PL spectra presented in this thesis have been collected using a 

Fourier transform spectrometer while a grating spectrometer was employed 

during the lowest excitation conditions. 

IV.E.1. Fourier Transform Spectroscopy 

Fourier Transform spectroscopy has been carried out using a Bomem 

DA8 interferorneter in combination with a Northcoast single Ge detector at 77K. 

As schematically described in Fig. IV-2, the Bomem is based on a Michelson 

interferometer. 

Evacuated IO-' Torr 
Quortz Window 

E : mirror 
Figure IV-2: Configuration for the Fourier Transform Spectroscopy 



The signal enters the interferometer through an quartz window and is split by a 

quartz beam splitter (BS). The partially reflected and partially transmitted beams 

reflect at the fixed and the scanning mirror, respectively, and recombine 

phaseshifted at the BS before leaving the interferometer. In operation, the 

moving mirror is driven at a constant velocity and the varying differences of the 

optical path length, x, lead to interference between the different wavelengths. 

The resulting signal has an intensity: 

where ~(7;') is the spectral density of the signal. The inverse Fourier transform 

of equation (IV-1) is: 

The intensity of the signal leaving the interferometer I(x) is recorded as a 

function of the path length difference and used to calculate the signal spectrurn. 

Since the range of x is experimentally lirnited, the signal spectrurn can be 

obtained up to a resolution of 0.02 cm-' in the Bomem DA8 [BM]. This 

remarkably high resolution requires several features of the Bomem: 

Dynamic alignment of the fixed mirror: The fixed and 
R Xm Tx 

the scanning mirror need to be kept parallel in order to 
'f 8 

TV@ avoid optical path differences of the signal across the 

collimated beam. For in situ alignment, the light of an interna1 HeNe laser is 

split in three focused and two unfocused beams that are arranged as shown in 



the inset above ( R, X, Y focused, Tx, Ty unfocused ). The interferograms of X, 

R and Y are collected by photodiodes and a relative phase change between R 

and X (Y) indicates a tilt in the X (Y) direction. The unfocussed beams have to 

be employed when the two mirrors are strongly misaligned. The detected tilts 

are corrected by two servomotors with up to 2000 degrees of phase 

changeslsec. The five Laser beams are accompanied by a beam of white Iight 

(black square in the Figure). White light has a very short coherence length so 

that it can only constructively interfere for zero path length difference (ZPD). 

Hence, a peak in the signal of a photodiode that monitors the intensity of the 

white light interferogram marks the ZPD point (zero path length difference). 

Light of different wavelengths have different velocities in the BS material. This 

introduces an additional phase shift between the signals from different 

wavelengths. To suppress this phase shift, the BS of the Bomem is composed 

of two equally thick, parallel, polished single quartz crystals. They are 

reflectively covered on the inner surfaces. As schernatically shown in Fig. IV-2, 

the transmitted and reflected beams travel the same distance through the 8s. 

The remaining optical path difference is due to thickness variations between 

the two BS plates which are kept below 10.01 mm [BM]. 

The detector, used in combination with the Bornem, was a liquid-nitrogen-cooled 

Ge-photodiode (Northcoast). The electronic signal from the detector was 

amplified before entering a cornputer for Fourier analysis. Any light from the Ar' 

laser, that scattered into the PL signal, was attenuated by an infrared 



transmitting, visible absorbing, Coming 7-56 filter with a cut-off energy at -0.75 

Pm* 

IV. Es. Dispersive Spectroscopy 

In Our dispersive system, the PL signal was passed through a 7-56 

absorptive glass filter to exclude any scattered laser light before it entered the 

dry-air-purged SPEX monochromator through a 0.25 mm wide dit. The signal 

was dispersed by a 300 g/mm grating and the SiGe spectra between 1.5 pm 

and 1.3 pm was collected by a linear 128-Element Ge Photodiode Array (EG&G 

Judson J I  6M). We operated at a resolution of -9 cm". 

,,** Purged with Dry Air 

Figure IV-3: Configuration of the Dispersive Specirometer - 



IV.E.3. Comparison between Dispersive and Fourier Transform 
Spectroscopy 

A conceptual disadvantage of dispersive spectroscopy is that the PL 

signal is restricted to enter the spectrometer through a 0.25 mm wide slit in 

order to obtain sufficient resolution, while in the Bomen the signal enters through 

a 1 cm (diameter) aperture. This is called the "fhroughput advantage" of 

interferometers over grating spectrorneters. 

Further, a Fourier transform spectrometer collects the entire energy 

spectrum simultaneously with a single detector. tn cornparison, a single detector 

is lirnited to record one spectral channel at a time in a dispersive setup. 

Traditionally, this had lead to the 'cmultiplex advantage" of interferometers over 

grating spectrometers. With the introduction of linear Ge-arrays, which 

simultaneously record a fixed spectral region of interest, this short-coming of 

dispersive spectroscopy has been somewhat overcome. In Our setup, the Ge 

array exclusively detects the SiGe luminescence and is capable of detecting PL 

from illumination intensities as low as 1 0-8 wcm-*. For reasonable measurement 

times, such weak signals are several orders of magnitude below the detection 

Iimit of the Bomem. 

1V.F. Time-resolved Photoluminescence 

To measure the lifetimes of the excitons in SiGe, the laser excitation was 

chopped at 200 Hz. The integrated SiGe PL signal, recorded by the Ge detector 



was fed into an oscillograph. When the laser Iight was blocked, the observed 

signal decayed exponentially with a characteristic decay-time corresponding to 

the lifetime of the excitons. 

1V.G. Procedure 

PL spectra from a Si/Sio-7Geo.3 single QW have been recorded under a 

wide range of illumination powers and two strain geometries. The magnitude of 

the extemal stress on the sample was internally calibrated by measuring the line 

shift of the boron BE TO phonon replica from the silicon substrate. The stress in 

the alloy layer and the top of the substrate were assumed to be identical, since 

the QW was only 30 A wide. To measure the lifetimes of the excitons, time 

resolved PL was perfomed for a range of stresses and excitation power 

densities. 



V.Photoluminescence Spectra under Strain 

In this section, a model is developed to quantify the effect of extemal 

strain on the SiGe and Si PL features. We have used deformation potential 

theory to calculate the shifting and splitting of the CBs and VBs under strain. 

Our calculations reveal distinguishable behaviors for type 1 and type II band 

alignments at the interface. Our analysis follows the work of Laude, Pollack and 

Cardona pl LI, who calculated the effect of external stress on the CBs and VBs 

in Si. We generalize their model to account for a SiGe QW under both uniaxial 

[ I l  O] and biaxial (00 1 ) tensions. 

The energy of a SiGe BE NP line depends on the exciton binding energy, 

which is small and relatively constant, and on the energy difference between the 

CB and VB edges. Depending on whether the band alignment is type 1 or type II, 

electrons will be confined in the SiGe or Si and recombine with holes in the SiGe 

(Fig. V-1). According to Cardona et a/. [71 LI, changes of the exciton binding 

energies are in the order of 4 cm-' under extemal stresses below 1 GPa. We 

can neglect these effects, since the highest stresses obtained were 220 MPa 

before Our samples broke. Within this approximation the shift of the NP peak 

exactly refiects the relative shifts of the relevant CBs and VBs. 

We proceed in several steps: First the applied extemal stresses have to 

be transfomed into strain (section V.A). In sections V.6 and V.C, the Kleiner- 

Roth, Hering-Vogt and hydrostatic deformation Hamiltonians are identified and 

solved for the two bending configurations. 



I Type II Type I 

Figure V-1: Transitions due to type 1 and &DO II band alignments. 

V.A. From Stress to Strain 

V.A.1. Stress 
An extemal force, F ,  acting on the surface of a body deforms it. Stress, o, 

is the physical quantity that describes the balancing intemal action and reaction 

between different parts of a body. It specifies the force per unit area at any point 

of the body across any plane. Accordingly, stress is measured in units of 

pressure and can be represented by a (3x3) matrix which generally varies 

throughout the body [1892L]. Our bending-rigs produced a uniforni uniaxial or 

biaxial stress throughout the illuminated region of the sample, i.e. o(r)=a. The 

matrix elements are basis-dependent and for any unit vector, n' , on yields the 

stress parallel to n. q is symmetnc, q p j i ,  with six independent components. 

The stress elements, due tu an extemal pressure , P , are given by: 

(V-1) bii = 1qrnimi , 

where m is the unit vector parallel to p .  



V.A.2. Strain 
How does stress relate to the deformation of a body? Strain, E, is defined 

as the relative displacernent of a point in a deforrned body from its 'unstrained' 

position. Three shear and three nomial components completely define a matrix 

that provides displacement from a point in the body in any direction. The 

generalized HmKs Lawstates that stress and strain are proportional, i.e. each of 

the six strain components is a linear function of the six stress components and 

vice versa. This approximation is only valid for the regime in which a deforrned 

body recovers its original shape. It is a convenient mathematical notation to 

express stress and strain as 6-dimensional vectors, linked by (6xe)rnatriceq S 

and C: 

01-2) G=SO; a = G  

The elastic constants (C) and the cornpliances (S) are material dependent. 

Fortunately, Si, Ge and SiGe are cubic crystals, therefore their matrices reduce 

to the simplified, symmetnzed fom [76H], [1892L]: 

' The matrix C has the same reduced fom for a cubic crystal, with Sij H Cij. 
Unfortunately, there exists some confusion about a factor 2 in the literature, so 
that one can find s d 4  instead of s d 2  in the matrix for S, where the ambiguity 
anses from different definitions of s44 [63H]. 
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VAS. Strain in the two Bending Geometrb 
Now, we can link the applied stresses in both bending configurations to 

the strains in the sample. 

Built-in m i n  in the Sio.fieas Layer: 
A Sio.7Geo.3 layer, pseudomorphicaliy grown on bulk Si, is under intemal 

uniform biaxial compression. The theory of elasticity is linear.Therefore built-in 

and externat strains simply superimpose and can be treated independently. The 

strain components for the built-in strain in the x-y plane are given by their relative 

displacement from the unstrained shape: 

where açi and &iGe are the lattice constants of the two materials. Since 

asi=5.431A and asic&.499A (for 30% Ge) we find that a=-0.012. The in-plane 

compression forces the SiGe to expand perpendicular to the plane in order to 

minimize its elastic energy at the interface. The magnitude of this expansion is 

given by Hooke's Law [94M] with oeO: 

All shear components are zero, as can be seen in Fig. V-2., which illustrates the 

deformation of the Si and SiGe cubic lattices for both bending geometries. The 

dotted lines represent the undefotmed unit cells white the solid lines show the 

The reiationship between q and sij was taken from VZB]. The coefficients, c, 
are the elastic constants which are defined by: C'Z = 5 
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unit cells after defonnation. The non-zero strain components are shown together 

with their associated deformation directions. Fig. V-2 (a) shows that intemal 

strain leaves the Si substrate undefomed, (i.e. there is no intemal strain for the 

Si). In Fig. V-2 (b) we see that the SiGe unit cell acquires the lattice constant of 

Si parallel to the interface. The crystal symmetry reduces from cubic to 

tetragonal. 

Uniaxial [i 1 O] Stress : 
For a force along the [110] direction, the strain is given according to eqn 

Where T is the magnitude of the applied pressure, Iq ; positive T denotes 

f l '  

tension; negative T describes compression and E is the unit vector along the 

pressure direction. The effect of [11 O] tension on Si and SiGe has been 

illustrated in Fig. V-1 (c) and (d). The symmetries of both lattices are reduced to 

base-centered orthorhombic. 
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Figure Y-2: Etfect of strain on the Si and 
SiGe lattrttrces 

-undefomed 4 e f o t m e d  

buiR-in snraln: 
(a) the Si lattice is not affected because 
there is no buifi-iii strain (the Si is very 
thick compared to the SiGe) 

(b) the SiGe lattice symmetry reduces 
from cubic to tetragonal 

uniaxiitlp lm 
(c) the Si lattice changes from cubic to 
base-centered orthorhombic 

(d) the SiGe laîttce reduces from 
tetragonal to base-centered otthorf?ombic 

biaxiaI (OQI): 
(e) the Si lattice reduces from cubic to 
tetragonal 

(19 the SiGe lattice stays tetragonal and 
approaches cubic when the extemal 
stress exactly compensates the built-in 
strain 

Triclinic 

System 

Monoclinic 
Orthorhornbic 
Base-Centered 
Orthorhombic 
Tetragonal 

Restrictions on conventiona1 cell axes and I 

Rom bo hed ral 
Cubic 

angles 

Table Y-7: Thme dimensional laitice types [53K],[69C] 



Biaxial Stress: 
Apart from being tensile and not compressive, strain due to biaxial tension 

has the same geornetry as the built-in strain treated above. It deforrns both the 

Si and the SiGe as evident in Fig. V-2 (e) and (9 respectively. As a 

consequence, the cubic Si Iattice becomes tetragonal. The SiGe lattice, while 

remaining tetragonal, moves closer to cubic symrnetry. In analogy to the built-in 

strain, the shear components are zero and Wih cn=O: 

The upper formula describes the unifonn strain within the xy-plane, while the 

second formula States thaï the elastic-energy-compensating strain along the z- 

axis is linked to the in-plane strain by the Poisson ratio for this geometrical setup. 

Fig. V-2(f) also reveals that for a single biaxial strain, external and build-in strain 

completely cancel each other. 

Table (V-2) summarizes the strain components for the two bending 

geometries and presents the utilized values for the compliances sij taken from 

Brantley [72B]. Following a paper from van de WalIe [86vdW], the values for 

Sio.7Geo.3 were tinearly interpolated from the given values for Si and Ge. 



biaxial tension in 

the <O01 > plane 

E ~ * ( S ~  ,+s12)T 

d(s11 +SI &a 

E S  &zy= &*O 

built-in stress 

Table V-2: Strain components and compliances induced by uniaxial and biaxial strain for 
Si and Si0.70Geo.3.. The elastic compliances are taken from BrantleyFZBJ 

elastic cornpliances 

V.B.The Effect of Strain on Energy Bands 

E+ E,,,= EFO 

En= &zy= &*O 

(unstrained layerj 

Strain has two components that effect the band structure of a 

semiconductor: The hydrostatic component shifts the energy position of the 

center of mass of a band, while the directional strain component splits 

degenerate subbands. Deformation potential theory conventionally describes the 

E&wa 

E&SI~(SII+SIP)EXX 

&>a= ~ z y =  E-O 

sll= 0.768*10~'~cm~/dyn@ 

s12= -0.21 4* 1 0-l2 cm2/dyn 

s44= 1.26 *1 0-l2 cm2/dyn 

sll= 0.8268*10"~crn~/d~n 

s12= -0.228 1 0-l2 cm21dyn 

sd4= 1.329 *1 0-l2 crn2/dyn 



VB splitting with the Kleiner-Roth Hamiltonian and the CB splitting with the 

Herring-Vogt Hamiltonian. Both Hamiltonians are phenomenological in nature. 

V.B.1. Hydrostatic Deformation Potential 

Hydrostatic strain shifts the center of mass energies of the CB and VB. It 

av- 
is linear with respect to the fractional volume change, =(E&E+E=), also *chd 
called the dilatation. The energy shift of a band is the product of the applied 

dilatation and the band- and material-specific hydrostatic pressure coefficient, 

"an for the VB and "Eln for the CB: 

(v-9) HmUtn. = (E, - a)(€, + E, + E,) = El(&, + E, + E,) 

El and a are independent parameters. Experimentally, one can only measure the 

shift of the energy difference between two bands and therefore, only the 

difference of the cont~butions, 21, is known. 

V.B.2. Valence Band Splitting 

Without strain and spin-orbit interaction, the VBs in Si and SiGe are 

sixfold degenerate p-multiplets, consisting of three pairs of spin-up and spin- 

down states. The Harniltonian that describes the splitting of the three CBs is the 

sum of the spin-orbit and Kleiner-Roth Hamiltonians. 



(V-1O.a) H = Hspin-orbit + +KR 

Spin-orbit coupling arises from the interaction between the VB holes and the 

electric field of the atomic nuclei. In the rest frame of the hole, a magnetic field 

due to the electric field appears and interacts with the intrinsic magnetic moment 

of the hole. 

H is naturally described in the iJ,mJ> basis of the total angular momentum, J, of 

1 
the hole, since the operator S =-(J' - L' - s') is diagonal in that basis 

2 

[68P], [94S]. The spin-orbit Hamiltonian does not affect m ~ .  Therefore, we need 

only consider the three states with positive m ~ .  

13/2.3/2> 13/2,1/2> 11/2.1/2> 

The two J=3/2 pairs, called the heavy (13/2,3/2>) and light holes (13/2, 1 /2>), are 

degenerate at k=O under zero strain. The lowest energy pair (J=1/2) is the splitoff 

band. 

Shear strain lifts the degeneracy of the heavy and light hales, since the 

sp3 tetrahedral bonding orbitals are different mixtures of orbitals with p,, p, and 

pz character, (i.e. they have non-zero angular momentum, and extemal shear 

strain affects them differently). Conventionally, the linear orbital-strain interaction 
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is described by a phenomenological Hamiltonian, which was introduced from 

symmetry considerations by Kleiner and Roth [59K]. Unfortunately, they did not 

include an explicit derivation, but the Hamiltonian has been used by numerous 

authors since 1959 [86vdW], [68P], [63H]: 

The first term in the expression reduces the tetragonal symmetry of the crystal, 

since E, affects the crystal lattice constants al. a2 and a3. The second term 

affects the orthorhombic syrnmetry, changing a, and y. L is the angular 

mornentum operator and the E~~'s are the strain components of the applied 

bending geornetry. b and d are the VB deformation potentials. The brackets {} 

denote the symmetrized product, {xy)= ixy+yx). 

V. B.3. Conduction Band Splitting 

The splitting of the CB is different in nature from that of the VB. In the 

absence of stress, Si and Sio.7Geo.s have six degenerate CB mimima (IAi>) along 

the A-axis near X [85P]. Depending on their position in reciprocal space, 

directional strain affects the CB minima differently. Herring and Vogt proposed 

that the splitting of the CBs could be described by [71 LI, [56H]: 

(V- 1 2) 



where E is the strain matrix e = 

and ? is the identity matrix and n is the unit vector in the direction of the critical 

point in k-space, i.e. the six <100> directions. S2 is the shear deformation 

potential which is considered to be equal in both layers, since there are no 

experimental values available for the <O01 > valleys in Ge. This approximation 

was justified by van der Walle, who obtained simiiar theoretical values for z2 in Si 

1 
and Ge [86vdWJ. Physically, the matrix E - - (E ,  + E,  cs, )T describes the 

3 

directional component of the strain tensor, Le. the dilation is subtracted from E. 

Multiplication of the (3x3) matrices of the left and right by the 3-D vector n 

projects the directional component along the valley-direction of interest. This 

yields the magnitude of the strain, induced for this valley. 

In the diamond structure, the six CBs, AI, are degenerate with the six A2 

bands at the X point of the reciprocal lattice. In the presence of an orthorhornbic 

distortion, a non-linear shift due to stress induced coupling between the Ai and 

A2' bands causes a second order repulsion [71 LI, [65H]. The following matnx 

describes the strain-induced splitting of the Wo bands along the [O011 direction: 

I A p  l A p  



Equivalent matrices for the other valleys are obtained by cyclic permutation of 

the x, y and z indices. The shift of the CB minima to second order in shear strain 

is given by the eigenvalue of (V-13): 

In unstrained Si, E(Az)-E(A1) is equal to 0.8 eV. Again, we used the same values 

for the Sio.7Geo.s. Ail othsr band couplings were neglected since relevant 

energies are sufficiently far apart [71 LI. 

V.C. Calculation of the energy shifts 

In this section we calculate and solve the strain Harniltonians for the two 

bending geometries. 

V.C.1. Biaxial Strain : 
The non-zero strain components are EH, and E,. This simplifies the Kleiner- 

Roth Hamiitonian (eqn V-11) to: 

with 6 4 ,  = 2b@, - E,) = 24% - 4,)T 

The total splitting of the CE is obtained by calculating the matrix elements of the 

Kleiner-Roth Hamiltonian in the tJ,mp basis and adding them to the spin-orbit 



L* 
matrix, eqn V-1O.c [68P]. The effect of Lz -- on the lJ,m~> basis is found by 

3 

expressing the basis in terms of the direct product states, Il,m, > @ls,m, >, of the 

eigenstates of the orbital angular momentum and spin of the holes: 

This yields: 

(V- 1 7) H = HwpM-arbi, + Hm = 

Es, is the spin-orbit splitting and has the value 0.44 eV for Si and 0.1 15 eV for 

Sio-~Geos. The latter was obtained by linear interpolation between the Si and Ge 

values [85P]. The physical meaning of this matrix is that the light hale band, 

13/2,1/2>, couples with the splitoff band , 11/2,1/2> and moves down in energy, 

while the heavy hole band moves up. The eigenenergies of the three subbands 

are: 



The heavy hole band becomes the highest VB. Analogously, the Hering Vogt 

Hamihonian (V-12) simplifies to: 

(V-19.a) 

for the two <O01 > valleys and 

for thecl 00> and <O1 O> valleys. AI1 the shear strain cornponents are zero, i.e. 

there is no coupling between Ai and AZ. The lowest CB lies along the <001> 

valleys. The hydrostatic energy shift is readily obtained from equation (V-9). The 

utilized deformation potential constants are given in the table betow. 



1 Deformation potential 1 Si 1 Sh~Gear 1 
VB : b : tetragonal 

d -  : rhornbohedral 

Eso : spin- orbi 

CB: Z2 : linear splitting 
m. 
a 2 : Al, & coupling 

: hydrostatic 

Table V-3: Deformation potential constants for Si and Sio.&eo.3 

The results of the preceeding calculations are plotted in Fig. V-3. (a) for Si and 

(b) for SiGe. The lines show the splitting of the three valence bands (solid lines), 

the hydrostatic energy shift (dashed line) and the conduction band splitting 

(dotted lines) under extemal biaxial (001) tension. The vertical axis is broken 

between the scale for the valence and the conduction bands since no predictions 

about the absolute energy difference between these two bands is made. In the 

case of Si, the light hole and the splitoff band couple and shift together to lower 

energy (eqn V-18) while the heavy hole moves to higher energy. in case of a 

type 1/11 transition, the superscripts 1/11 mark the relevant CBs and VBs. The 

The valence band deformation potentials are often given by: 





effects of the built-in biaxial compression in the SiGe is reversed by the extemal 

biaxial tension. The important implication for our experiments is evident in Fig. 

V-3(c). For different band alignrnents, the SiGe PL rnoves in opposite directions. 

This establishes a direct experimental test for the band alignment of the SiSiGe 

interface. Notice, that the L\c becornes more type Il-like under increasing biaxial 

tension, since the lowest CBs in the Si and the alloy rnove in opposite directions. 

V.C.2.uniaxial Strain : 

Uniaxial extemal stress is treated analogously to biaxial stress. The 

rnathernatical procedures are more involved for this strain configuration, since 

pulling along the [Il01 direction reduces the crystal symrnetry of the Si and SiGe 

to base-centered orthorhombic (Fig. V-2 c,d). Al1 three valence bands couple in 

this geometry. The Kleiner-Roth Hamiltonian becomes: 

The angular momentum L is rotated so that the [ I l  O] direction becomes the z- 

axis. The rotation matrix is [68P]: 

The Kleiner-Roth Hamiltonian (V-20) becomes: 



With the matrix [71 LI: 

1 
where: 64,, = -(262&,, + 6&,) and 6E = (6&, - 2J5de,) . 

4 

The matrix is considerably more complicated than in the biaxial case. It is 

important to note, that krn~ is no longer a good quantum number, i.e. [Il01 stress 

couples the heavy hole to the Iight hole and splitoff bands of opposite r n ~  sign. 

The matrix can be simplified by comparing the relative sizes of 6Ello and 6E. 

Substituting the strain components from Table V-2 and the deformation potential 

values from Table V-3 in SEllo and 6E yields: 

Table V-4: Numerical cornpanson between SEI 10 and SE 

Obviously, the coupling of the heavy hole band with the other VBs can be treated 

as a perturbation. The lower right (2x2) matnx of the unperturbed Hamiltonian is 



diagonatized and the weak coupling with the heavy hole is aftewards added 

using second order perturbation theory. The solutions for the eigenvalues up to 

second order were taken directly from Laude et al. [71 L] and are plotted in Fig. 

V-4 . The explicit formulae are not given here, since their analytical form is long 

and al1 relevant physics is visible in the plot. The linear splitting of the CB is given 

by equations V-19 (a) and (b), by substituting the appropriate strain cornponents 

from Table V-2. As E@, stress along [Il01 induces a quadratic energy shift due 

to the coupling between the Ai and A2 bands. Eqn V-14 applies. The hydrostatic 

shift is readily obtained from eqn V-9 and Table V-2. 

The uniaxial case shown in Fig. V-4 is completely analogous to the biaxial 

case shown in Fig. V-3. Due to the coupling of al1 three subbands, the magnitude 

of the VB splitting is smaller than in the biaxial case. Again, the shifts have 

opposite signs for type I and type II band alignments. 

Deformation potential theory predicts distinct behaviors for SiGe PL from 

a strained sample depending on whether type I or type II band alignments exist. 

Extemal tensile strain induced by Our bending rigs is expected to shift the SiGe 

PL signal in opposite directions for the two cases. 

The slopes of the energy shifts versus strain, shown in Fig. V-3(c) and V- 

4(c), quantify the magnitude of the shifts. 



Figure V4: Theoretical Beha vior of the Si and SiGe energy bands under uniaxial stmin 

Theoretical splitthg of the VBs (soiid lines) and CBs (doîted lines) and relative shifting of the centers of mass of the bands in (8) Si and (b) 
Sïo,+eo.s for extemal uniaxial[l10] tension. The SiGe PL moves in opposite direction for type l and type I I  band allgnments. 



VI. Experimental Results and Discussion 

In the preceeding sections we have developed the theoretical framework 

to properly interpret Our experimental results. Sections VI-A through VI-D present 

various experimental results that suggest a type II band alignment in the 

investigated SüSiGe QW. 

V1.A. Energy Shifts of the SiGe PL under external strain 

Are the electrons that generate the SiGe PL located in the Si or in the 

SiGe? For a type I band alignment, the SiGe NP Iine should blueshift with 

increasing [I l01 or (001) tensile stress. A redshift would indicate a type II 

alignment. Our experimental results are presented in Fig. VI-1. Showri are the 

energy shifts of the SiGe NP Iine for different excitation dmsities versus applied 

tensile strain. All energies are relative to that of the NP Iine under zero external 

stress and illumination with 1 O-' le (Io = 10 ~ c r n - ~ ) .  The solid and dashed lines 

show the theoretical shifts calculated in section V for type I and type II 

transitions, respectively. Only the slopes of the lines are relevant. The qualitative 

behavior is the same for both bending arrangements. The uniaxial bending 

results have been included to allow a direct cornparison with the data of 

Houghton et al. [95H] who performed the same experiment under a constant 

excitation density around - 100 m~cm" .  At that intensity, Our sample also 



Tensile Stroin (MPo) 
Figure Wl: Expenmental and Theoretiml Energy Shi& of SiGe under external strain 

The energy shiit of the SiGe NP line over a wide range of excitation densities plotted 
versus applied tensile strain. Al1 energies are relative to the NP Iine under zero extemal 
strain and illumination with 1 a7l0 (Io = 10 ~cm-'1. Solid (dotted) lines are theoretical 
predictions for the strain dependence of the energy sh8s of type 1 (type II) transitions for 
a Si0,, Gem /Si(00 1) Q W, as calculated in section V. 
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exhibited type 1 band behavior in agreement with the results obtained by 

Houghton et al. Fig. VI-1 reveals that the physics of the interface is strongly 

dependent on the illumination density. Although our sample exhibited type I 

charactenstics under high illumination conditions, this behavior became type II in 

nature as the excitation power density was reduced! To understand this 

behavior, band bending must be considered. Fig. VI-2 schematically shows the 

effect of varying excitation densities on the band structure of the interface. ln Fig. 

VI-2(a) we assume an initial type II band alignment under a low illumination 

density. The solid lines denote the lowest CBs and highest VBs. The dashed 

lines represent the probability functions for the holes and electrons. The 

electrons and holes localize in the Si and SiGe, respectively. In Fig. VI-2(b), the 

excitation density is increased and charge accumulation in the SiGe and Si leads 

to band bending of the CBs and VBs. Av is much larger than &, i.e. the holes 

are more efficiently confined than the electrons and produce stronger band 

bending. In the presence of a sufficiently large charge carrier density, the band 

bending outweighs the original CB offset and the interface effectiveIy becomes 

type 1, or in other words, the charge of the holes draws the electrons into the 

QW, overcoming the CB offset. This simple model explains Houghton's type 1 

experimental results, which were collected under elevated excitation powers, and 

provides the key element to understanding Fig. VI-1. The unperturbed sample 

exhibits type II behavior at low excitation densities (10*'l0). As the excitation 

density is increased, band bending renders the PL type I and the NP line 



blueshifts under small tensile strains. For a given excitation level, above a 

"changeover-strain" the PL again becomes type II. Recall from section V, that 

tensile strain increases the magnitude of a type II &. The changeover-strain 

therefore increases with increasing excitation powers, Le. a larger & is 

necessary to outweigh the band bending. For the highest excitations in Fig. VI-1 

we did not reach the changeover strain since the sample broke at a stress of 220 

MPa. 

The foregoing discussion has demonstrated type Il band alignment from 

the observed shifts of the SiGe NP Iines. The time dependence of the SiGe PL 

signal supports this conclusion. Fig. VI-3 presents the decay of the SiGe PL 

signal versus time under conditions of zero extemal stress. At low excitation 

densities, long-lived excitons with lifetirnes in the ms range exist. Wiih growing 

illumination intensities the excitons are joined by a much shorter-lived signal 

component (several ps). This contribution to the total PL signal finally dominates 

over the long-lived excitons by as much as two orders of magnitude. We attribute 

the short-lived signal to the recornbination of excitons. Its appearance at these 

power densities is in accord with the previous results. For a type II band 

alignment in an indirect semiconductor heterostructure, the recombining holes 

and electrons are separated both in real space and in momentum space. This 

causes extremely long lifetirnes. As the interface becomes type 1, the electron 



conduction band 
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7 r-' volence bond 

Figure VI-2: Qualitative Mode/ of Band Bending 

Band bending due to charge accumulation under high excitation densities. Under low 
excitation densities (a), the interface is type II. The effective confinement of holes in 
the SiGe bends the CB and VB down, Iinally rendering the interface type 1. 

wave-functions move into the alloy layer (Fig. VI-2). The resulting short-lived 

excitons have been reported before [931]. 



Under applied stress, the decay times exhibited the same behavior as in 

the absence of strain, but the longer-lived PL components were observed at 

higher excitation levels at high strain, as expected. 

VI.C.Type üiype II spectra 

Further evidence for Our mode1 can be found by analyzing the features in 

the PL spectra as it changes form type I to type II. 

In Fig. VI-4, the SiGe PL spectra under 180 MPa biaxial tension are 

plotted versus excitation power over eight orders of magnitude (Io = 10 ~ c r n ' ~ ) .  

All the features in the 1. and 16' Io spectra have been previously reported and 

were discussed in section Ill-C. The NP Iine is the most prominent feature due to 

alloy scattering. A weak TA replica is resolved, accompanied by the three TO 

replicas due to the Si-Si, Si-Ge and Ge-Ge bonds. The relative intensities of the 

TO replicas reflect the relative number of respective nearest neighbors in the 

alloy. Changing from Io to 10" 10 slightly redshifts the entire spectnim. This small 

effect may be attributed to band filling (Le. if the lowest states in the CB and VB 

become filled under high excitation powers, the transition energies increase) . 

The type 1/11 transition occurs between 1 O-' Io and 1 O-' IO and is 

accompanied by a drastic change in the PL spectrum. Further reduction in the 

excitation density does not alter the spectrum significantly. We denote the 

spectra from 104 1, to 10" Io as me II spec t rane  downshift of the transition 
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Figure VI* Decay of the SiGe PL signal with time 

Decay of the SiGe PL signal with tirne for various excifafion densities 
while under zen, extemal strain. 

between 1 O*' Io and 1 o ' ~  10 is very abrupt since the magnitude of charge 

accumulation is proportional to both the camer lifetirnes and the excitation 

density. The former change from ms to ps in the region of the type II to type I 

transition, so that the charge density in the alloy almost saturates above the 

transition. The redshift indicates that the electrons move from the SiGe QW into 



the Si barriers, yielding a decreased transition energy as schematically shown in 

Fig. VI-2. The magnitude of the downshift corresponds in first order to &. 

(VI-1) A, =23f 8meV 

This thesis presents the first report of type II PL from a SiGeBi QW. The 

type II spectrum exhibrts features which are distinctly different from those 

associated with the ubiquitous type 1 spectrum. Most stnking is the dramatic 

enhancement of the intensrty of the TA replica relative to the Si-Si TO replica. 

Although we have not found a satisfying explanation for this increase, we will 

show that it is a clear "finger-prinr of the type II regirne. The possibility, that the 

TA replica is superimposed on a LE can be excluded, since no TO replica is 

present at the relevant energy below the TA. The change in the TO region of the 

spectrum is easier to interpret. In type II spectra the Si-Ge and Ge-Ge TO 

replicas disappear, leaving just the Si-Si TO mode. This is due to the electron 

wave function being primarily in the Si. Hence, the number of radiative 

recombinations involving Si-Ge and Ge-Ge modes is reduced. 

Figure VI-5 allows for a more detailed comparison of the type I and type II 

spectra. The three spectra have been recorded under zero extemal strain. The 

solid and dashed lines show the 30 hi Sio.7Geo3 QW under high and low 

illumination conditions. The dotted line is the type 1 spectra from a thick, 360 A 

Sio.75Ge0.2~ QW under high illumination power, grown by conventional CVD. The 

NP peaks are aligned to facilitate comparison of the spectra. Just as in the low 



power, strained PL spectra of Fig. VI-4, the type Il spectrum in Fig. VI-5 exhibits 

a large TA peak and suppressed Si-Ge, Ge-Ge TO modes. The thick QW has a 

123 cm-' TA replica which is characteristic for Sio.7sGeop [89Wb] while the TA 

replica in the type II spectrum lies at the 153 cm-' TA energy of pure Si. The TA 

region in the type I spectra of the thin QW is a mixture composed of both Si and 

SiGe TA modes. This indicates spreading of the electron wave-function into the 

Si bamer which is suppressed for wide QWs. Hence, everything is consistent 

with our model. 

VI.D.The T ~ O s i - s i  ratio in type MI spectra 

Recall that the TA intensity is enhanced in type II spectra relative to the 

intensity of the Si-Si TO replica. The inset of Fig. VI-5 confirms the results of 

Fig. VI-1 and shows that a large TA/TOsr-si ratio is in fact an identifiable 

signature of type II band alignment. The inset displays the TAIT0 ratio over a 

wide range of excitation densities for three different strains: (a) zero, (b) 

moderate strain (90 MPa) and (c) high (170 MPa) strain. For al1 strains, the ratio 

has to the same limits; 0.4 for type I and 0.8 for type II. As the strain is 

increased, the changeover between the two regimes takes place at increasing 

excitation densities which agrees with the results of section VI-A. 



Energy (cm-!) 
Figure W-4: PL spectra versus excitation density from strained SiGeBi 

PL spectra at 1.6 K from a Si&Geo.~ /Si QW under a biaxial tension of 180 MPa. 
The NP, TA and 3 TU phonon replicas transitions are iabeled in the high excitation 
specfnrm (Io = 10 wcrn4). At this stress the changeover occurs near 10' 1,. 
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Figure VI-5: Type VII spectra from various SiGe QW samples 

PL from the Si0.7Ge&i QW sample at Wo different excitation densifies in the 
absence of extemal strain. The solid curve corresponds to an excitation 
densities of lu2 1, while the dashed cuve corresponds to 5x1o8 1,. The 
dolted curve dkplays the PL from a thick (360 A) SSi0.75Ge025 /Si QW gmwn by 
conventional CVD. The type 1 spectra have been slightly downshified to align 
the three NP peaks. 
The inset shows the intensity ratio of the TA peak relative to the Si-Si TO 
peak over a wide range of excitation densities. Cumes a, 6, c, conespond to 
zero, moderafe (90 MPa) and high (1 70 MPa) extemal b i 'a l (001) strain, 
respectively. 

V1.E. Discussion 

Sections VI-A to VI-D confirm type II band alignment in a 

pseudomorphically grown Sio.7Ge0.3 on Si(001) single QW sample under low 

excitation conditions. Our results reçoive the question as to the type of band 



alignment in any strained SiGel(001)Si QW system. The investigated 

heterostructure is an important prototype, since future SiGe-based devices will 

preferably have Si substrates, so that they can be directly integrated using 

conventional Si processing technology. 

We have shown that band bending can change the band alignment from 

type II to type I at moderate excitation powers. This explains, why type II spectra 

have not been reported before. Our experimental setup allowed for PL 

spectroscopy at extremely low excitation powers from a high quality sample. The 

Ge-Array-based dispersive spectrometer enabled us to collect PL spectra under 

excitation densities below the F ~ c r n Q  level and the Si/SiGe interface of the 

sample was practically dislocation-free as could be inferred from the absence of 

broad subbands in the PL spectra. 

For future device applications it will be important to carefully consider the 

impurity concentration throughout the heterostructure, since high acceptor 

densities in Si generate positive charge accumulation in the SiGe potential well 

and induce band bending. This could result in a type I band alignment in SiBiGe 

systems in the absence of any extemal excitation. 



V1.F. Summary and Outlook 

Under low excitation densities the PL lin8 shift of the SiGe NP transition 

showed clear type II behavior in a high purity, dislocation-free sample. This 

evidence was supported by long-lived type Il excitons and prominent spectral 

changes at the type lAl transition. AI1 of these different aspects indicate that the 

band alignment of pseudomorphically grown SiGe/(OOl)Si is in fact type II. The 

nature of this interface may play an important role when designing future 

devices. A remaining physical question cancems the origin of the enhanced TA 

replica in the type II spectrum. 

FinalIy, white an important physical question has been resolved, further 

experimental and theoretical studies are necessary to cornpiete our 

understanding of Si/SiGe heterostructures. 
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